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When I originally started creating 

matted and framed landscape quilts, I 

made them for my family and friends 

as Christmas gifts. I later invited my 

quilting group buddies to come over to 

my house and do a “trial” workshop. My 

friends were elated because I let them 

use many of the fabrics in my stash. The 

workshop was a hit so I started teaching 

this class on the quilting circuit. In 2011, 

I wrote Quick LittLe Landscape QuiLts, a 

book focusing on creating these quilts. 

instructions
1. Starch the background fabrics (sky, 

water, sand) on both sides of the 

fabric prior to cutting out with your 

rotary equipment 

Tip: I spray my fabrics in a box with 

sides so the spray starch does not get over 

everything. Wait for the starch to dry for 

a brief period, otherwise you will end up 

with flakes and a glaze on your fabric.

2. Cut 14"x 5" pieces of sky, ocean, 

sand, and lining . Make sure the 

ocean and sky fabrics have a level 

edge on the top and bottom of the 

fabric. Glue the muslin to the right 

side of the sand fabric. (The wrong 

side of the sand fabric is used to 

create a lighter shade of sand.)

3. Place the sky and ocean fabrics 

on top of the fusible interfacing. 

Have the top portion of the ocean 

fabric on top of the sky fabric. If 

you position it the other way, you 

will see the darker ocean fabric 

shadowing under the sky fabric. 

Place the sand fabric on top of the 

water fabric.

4. Use a large paper plate as a template 

to draw a curve on the sand fabric 

with a pencil. (figure 1)

Tip: Don’t make the curve too deep or 

there will be no ocean fabric underneath. 
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Materials
Finished Size: 17" x 14" framed

• Picture frame, 17" x 14"

• Mat Board, 14" x 11"

• Fast2Fuse® Heavy Double-sided 

Fusible Interfacing, 14" x 11"

• Heavy-duty spray starch

• Fabric for sky, ocean, and sand,  
1/8 yard each

• Speckled blue and white fabric that 

reads as waves in the ocean, ¼ yard

• Fabric palm tree and sail boat (fussy 

cut from commercial fabric)

• White cotton muslin for lining the 

sand fabric, 1/8 yard

• Large paper plate

• Pencil

• Teflon pressing sheets, 2

• Fabric glue pen 

• MonoPoly invisible thread, clear

• Matching quilting threads for sky, 

ocean, sand, waves, and palm tree

• Embroidery hoop, 10"

• Aqua Mesh Wash-Away Stabilizer, 

12"

• 505 Spray Adhesive
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5. Place a Teflon pressing sheet beneath 

and on top of the sandwich of the 

Fast2Fuse and fabrics. Press with 

a hot iron and no steam until the 

fabrics are fused to the Fast2Fuse. 

Wait a few minutes for the Teflon 

sheets to cool and then remove the 

sheets. When cool, test to see if the 

fabrics are fused to the Fast2Fuse 

Interfacing.

6. Glue the top edges of the ocean and 

sand that overlap. Let the glue dry.

7. Load the invisible thread in the top 

and bobbin of your machine. Stitch 

around the perimeter of the design 

as close to the edges as possible. 

Stitch the top ocean line and top 

sand line. If the fabric easily frays, 

use a zigzag stitch instead.

8. Machine quilt the sky using white 

thread, following the patterns in the 

fabric that resemble clouds. Quilt the 

ocean with matching or blendable 

thread to look like ocean water 

gently rippling. Quilt the sand with 

matching thread in a small stipple.

9.  Starch the turquoise blue and white 

speckled fabric. Referring to the 

sample, cut 10 wave shapes similar 

to half-moons mimicking waves that 

measure approximately 1½" x 2"–3". 

10. Position the waves on the curve 

of the sand shoreline to make an 

interesting configuration. Glue the 

waves together on the back of the 

fabric then position them in place. 

Sew around the perimeter of each 

wave with the invisible thread.

11. To create the “seafoam,” load your 

embroidery hoop with Aqua Mesh 

Wash-Away Stabilizer. Use 12-wt. 

Sulky cotton white thread in the 

top and 50-wt. white thread in the 

bobbin. Use a topstitch size 100 

needle. 

12. Place the embroidery hoop with the 

stabilizer under the needle. Begin 

stitching long lines close together 

in little circles, building up the 

thread to create the foam going 

one direction. Go back in the other 

direction doing the same thing, 

filling in the spaces. Leave fairly 

small holes or you will end up with 

a long string of thread instead of 

seafoam when you wash away the 

stabilizer. Stitch quickly or your 

thread might hang up and break.

13. Once you have a hoop full of 

“seafoam” take the stabilizer out of 

the hoop and let it soak in warm 

water for a few minutes. Place the 

seafoam on a towel and let it dry 

overnight. (figure 2)

14. Visually divide the seafoam into 

thirds and cut it apart. Clip near 

intersections, to avoid having strings 

hanging down. Audition the cut 

seafoam next to the waves until you 

like the configuration.

15. Lightly spray the back of each piece 

of seafoam with 505 adhesive. Mold 

it into place until it is all adhered 

underneath the waves. (figure 3)

16. Machine quilt the waves and the 

seafoam making tiny little bubble-

like stitches in the holes in the 

seafoam and in the waves. Use the 

same topstitch needle and thread 

used to create the seafoam. 

17. Starch the palm tree and sailboat 

fabric. Cut out the motifs.

18. Position and glue the elements into 

place using the mat as your guide for 

placement. Sew the elements with 

the invisible thread, stitching around 

the perimeter.

19. Machine quilt the palm tree with 

matching threads, if desired, 

following the pattern of the fronds 

on the palm tree.

20. Glue the mat to the quilt. Place the 

matted quilt face down on a firm 

surface. Place heavy books on top 

of the sandwich and allow it to dry 

overnight.

21. Slip your creation in the frame and 

position the back covering of the 

frame in place.  
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Figure 2

Figure 3 
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